Cooking/gardening

In cooking we have been making some delicious stuff. We eat 3 main courses and 1 dessert each time we go into the kitchen. We also have been learning about different vegetables. In gardening we have been harvesting plants like beans, chillies, tomatoes and lettuce. We have been planting some other plants as well.

Learning in the classroom

We have been learning lots of different things in the classroom like all about 3D shapes, different sums, division, times tables, addition and subtraction. We have also been doing lots of reading in the classroom and one of our main focuses for reading was summarisation. We have written book recommendations and sometimes we read books on Reading Eggs on the interactive whiteboard. We all worked on completing a narrative piece during writing this term as well.
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Integrated aka Happy, Healthy Me

We have been learning about being healthy and being fit and we learnt about what foods we should be eating such as different fruits. We have been doing a R.A.T. (Rich Assessment Task) where we had to make a poster. Some things we needed to include on the poster was a graph or a table of a fitness program that will keep us fit and 3 healthy meals that we should eat in a day. This had to be completed with a colourful presentation. We have been doing lots of activities on being healthy.

¾ Sport

We have been playing different games for 3/4 sport like one bounce volleyball, crazy knockout, line soccer, kickball and 2 goals, 5 passes. Some of the team names are Ants, Bears, Cats, Dogs, Eels, Frogs, Great White Sharks, Hawks, Iguanas and last but not least the Jaguars. ¾ sport is also good because it makes us very healthy and fit so that fits in with our topic Healthy, Happy Me.

Computers

It was an exciting day on a normal old Friday when the grade ¾’s in Mrs McLellan’s class got to use their computers for the first time. We have been doing lots of fun activities on them since we got them.